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BOOK REVIEW

I
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THB MYSTBRY OP THB CHURCH. By
Yves Consa,r, trans. by A. V. Litdedale.
Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1960. xii and
186 pases. Cloth. $4.7S.

standing is that to learn of the Church's
reality, non-Roman Catholics go, not to texts
from Scripture ( for these texts are part of
the church's essence), but to the church itself ( for ultimately the [Roman Catholic]
church can be fully understood only by those
who are within it). From this it seems clear
that Rome's platform for rapprochement with
other Christians has not progressed in four
hundred years.
ROBERT D. PllBUS

This book represents six rather disconnected scudies on the doctrine of the church
by • leading French Roman Catholic. The
second article, on the unity of the Church,
is by far
the most
provocative. The writer
begins with the Old Testament idea of the
unity of Israel and with Paul's dependence
on this idea. His conclusions are (that
1) the
KIBRKI!GAARD'S DIALECI'IC OP l!XISTeity of God is wholly in a single individual
l!NCI!. By Hermann Diem; trans. by
and yet is also a people, a multitude; and
Harold Knight. Edinburgh: Oliver and
(2) that the city of God is already present
Boyd, 1959. viii and 218 pages. Cloth.
21
and yet is to be consummated in the future.
/-.
The present reality of the church consists in
To discover Kierkegaard's dialectic of
that we are already in Christ and share the existence Diem traces Kierkegaard's airicism
fruits of His going to the Father, that is, of Hegel's dialectics, namely, that Hegel's
His passion-resurrection-ascension. Christ primary error was the confusion of the real
bas already made us new aeatures. Thus the with the reality of ideas and thus the denial
church is to be identifie:d u the total of those of all distinaions. He then discusses Kierkewbo are united with Christ, who are His gaa.rd's starring point as the existential
body. Coop.r's study is throughout quite thinker in all his self-contradictions, u opstrictly exegetical and does not run counter posed to Hegel's starting point, which wu
to the Biblical position - ar most, there may reality in general. Kierkegaard's categories.
be some equivocation in his use of Biblical particularly those of x(V1)cn; and the idea of
terminology- until he touches the matter of truth, are next for consideration. In all his
hierarchy; at this point, if he is to talk about writings, Diem concludes, Kierkegaard moves
all,
the mbjea ar
he must
beyond the within the sphere of dualistic dialectic. He
80
Scriptures.
never confronts the reader with a thesis head
All the stUdies reveal the author's fa. on, bur only obliquely through dialog. Then
he urges the reader to live and to decide inright. Treatin
miliariry with what various non-Roman his own
such themes u paraCarbolic denominations are aying about the dox, the 111m/iri11m i111,Jka.,, subjective
Church and bis feeling that the doarine of truth, and others in Kierkegaard, Diem helps
the Church is now "an insurmouncablereader
bar- the
to learn what Kierkegaard's
Roman
scyle,
Catholics and other concern, and approach are, and from this
r.ier" between
Christians. His suggestion for better under- better ro understand existentialists today. His
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purpose aeema to be to provide• proleaomenon to Kirkegaard.
But Diem offers more than mere prolegomena; hediscuss
goes on
theto
nature of
Kierkegaard's atcac:k on Christendom, his
conception of • witness for the truth, and his
stnJBSle with the problem of becoming contemporaneous with Christ, a problem which
he felt Luther never solved. These concerns
strike the very heart of Kierkegaard's theoloBY,
A few minor aiticisms must be voiced.
Diem's style is u difficult as Kierkepard's,
possibly more so, and this limits the value of
the book as an introduction. The translator
cites all Kierkepard's tides in German. The
between
thehelpful
Romans
footnotes would have been
more
if
they referred to the Enslish translations of
Kierkegaard's works, since the German and
Danish are inaccessible to most Enslishspeakins readers.
ROBBR.T D. PB.BUS

THE. NBW BNGUSH NBW TBSTA.J\fBNT:
AN INTRODUCI'ION. By C. S. Mana.
London: The Faith Press, 1961. 203
pases. Cloth. 10/6.
Equal parts of Biblical theoloBY and positive appreciation of Th• New Bn6lish Bibi.
are here blended for laymen, althoush also
pastOrs will appreciate the refreshing tour
most
throush
of the books of the New Testament. The author is evidently concerned that
the Bible "communicate" to modern man, but
now and then he encourages obscurity in liturgical expression. It is evident that he bu
not informed himseH on the content of Lutheran orden of service, or he would not have
underestimated their Scriptural content u
p. 47 mgesu. Neither are we happy about
the tacit approval of Tyndale's ezecution. In
our judpieat his aitidsm of Dewey M.
Bcqle, GOtl's Jl'lo" Mio B•6lish (New
York: Harper &: Brothen, 1960), is petu•
landy .re6ned. Aaain it is not true been
to ay that
DO "epoch-makins discovery
there bu
in the realm of New Testament studies"
the scrolls
com-
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Dead Sea
(p. 27) i the
parable to
Coptic texts and, above all, the extensive
Bodmer papyri are not neslisible. Finally,
the complere Revised Standard Version became available in 1952, not 1955 as the
reader might infer from p. 26.
fREDBIUCK W. DANKB1l
GBSCHICHTB DBS
HBSSBN.
UNDBS
By Karl E. Demandt. Kassel and Basel:
Blirenrciter-Verlas, 1959. 529 pages.
Cloth. DM 21.50.
The author calls this hisrory of Hesse only
a V •rsNch. Nevcrtbelcss, it is an cxtemive
piece of research into the past of a significant
German territory. Bcginaiq with the scrusales
and the Chatri,
Demandt takes the history tbroush to the
twentieth century.
is There
much in this
story that is of sisnificance for the church
historian, especially durins the period of the
Middle Ases and the Reformation era. Philip
of Hesse, of course, was the dominant figure
there in the sixteenth century. The author
deals with the political subdivisions Miiazcnbruch-Falkensrein, Limbur&, Runkel, Frankfurt, Waldeck, Nassau,
name only
to some
of
them. Here is recapitulated much of the 1t0ry
of Germany duriq twenty-one centuries.
The actors are not always the great figures in
German history, tboush for their time and
place they were important. More important
were the movements territory,
within the
as
well u the larger movements of the times.
for his Vwn,r;I, the author bu made all students of German history indebted to him.
CAaLS.MBYB1l
LBX.IKON ZUR BIBBI.. Edited by Pritz
Rienecker. Wuppenal: R. Brockhaus Verla& 1960. 1,734 pqa. Cloth. DM 82.00.
In addition to the usual uarmeat of place
names, persons, and technical tenm, the eciltors of this Bible dictionary offer an oa:asional discussion of subjecu not explicitly referred to in the Bible, such u the Septuqinr
and the Masora.. Tbeolosical c:oacepa receive
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generous treatment but lack the exciting
depth of a work like J. J. von Allmen's
A CamP,,nia• la 1ht1 Bible. The Lord's Prayer
is succinctly explained, but no special reference is made to the Nunc Dimittis or the
Magnificat. lsagogical questions are generally
oversimplified in the direction of patristic
conclusions. In most ca.ses alternative critica.l
views are discussed, but the problems associated with Daniel receive no mention.
2 Peter is said to antedate Jude because the
false teachers predicted in 2 Peter appear in
Jude. But it should be observed that the false
teachers are already present in 2 Peter 2: 17 ff.
and that Jude 17 f. may well refer to a prophetic statement that is picked up in 1 Tim.
4:1. (Besides, it may be noted that Jude uses
the plural, "apostles.")
Archaeologica.l details, in contrast, receive
more knowledgeable treatment. Woolley's
investigations at Ur are presented with some
aution (s. v. "Sindlut"), and the arguments for dating the Exodus in the time of
Ramses II are given serious hearing
(s. v. "Auszus").
FllBDElUCK. W. DANKER

APRICAN GBNBSIS. By Rohen Ardrey.
Forge Village, Mass.: Murray Printing
Company, 1961. 380 pages. Cloth. Price
not given.
When a playwright like Ardrey turns to
reporting archaeologial exavations, one is
tempted to quote a proverb which says,
"Shoemaker, stick to your last." In this cue
the proverb is appliable. The excavations
discussed are genuine enoush, but Ardrey's
interpretations and conclusions are fantastic,
improbable, unscientific, and unwarranted.
The two archaeologists involved, separated
by 2,000 miles and working independently,
are Louis S. B. Leakey of Kenya, curator of
the Coryndon Museum in Nairobi, and Raymond Darr, an Australian on the staff of the
Johannesburg University of Witwatersrand.
The former ·worked the Olduvai Gorge in
Tanpnyib and the latter the Mabpan

caves northeast of Johannesburg. In 1924
Dan found the skull of an infant ape. From
it he projected a creature halfway between
ape and man, full-grown, erect in carriage,
bipedal, with a brain the size of a gorilla's,
ca.rnivorous, and a hunter. A11slr11lopi1ht1et11
11/riem1m "in rhe view of the discoverer
pointed to Africa. as the scene of the human
emergence" (p. 23). At the Pan-African
Congress in Prehistory in 19'5 Dart presented his findings. They were rejected. The
chairman of the reporting committee was
Leakey. In 19S9 the latter's wife Mary discovered 400 fragments of an apelike skull in
the Olduvai Gorge; the Lcakeys promptly
called the creature Zinj11n1h,op11s. Its age was
estimated at 1,7S0,00O years. The Dart
theory included the contention that this apeman used antelope leg bones as weapons.
This had been thrown out by the Pan-African
Congress on Prehistory on the supposition
that more probably hyenas had collected the
leg bones of antelopes. To a ca.reful scholar
this might have served as a counsel of caution concerning the Leakey find. But not to
Robert Ardrey, who is quite willing to draw
big-scale conclusions at the drop of a statistic.
The book is well written and presents an interesting mixture of fact and fancy, but it is
still science fiction rather than authoritative
archaeological reporting.
WILLIAM A. PoEHLER
HADRIAN. By Stewart Perowne. New
York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1961. 192
pages. Ooth. $S.00.
Perowne has done it again! Here is a
popular biography of Hadrian that is both
readable and free of gross errors. Some small
mistakes do creep in, like the oversight that
Peisistratos, not Antiochus Epiphanes determined the size of the Temple of Z-eus Olympios in Athens (p.102f.). The thirty plates
are superb and really illustrate the text.
Hadrian crushed once and for all Jewish
national hopes in the Roman world. Other
policies of his eventually aided the church.
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This is prime reading for any person over
sixteen years of age. If your church library
cannot afford it, talk to your public library.
EDGAR KRENTZ

THB LAW. Edited by Benjamin Mazar.
ViMlls of th,: Bibliul World, L Chicago
and New York: Jordan Publications, 1959.
303 pages. Cloth. Price not given.
What pictorial magazines attempt to do in
documenting contemporary events, this volume does for the Pentateuch. There is always a hazard when piaures dominate the
text, but the wedding of beauty and intellect
in this book affords convincing demonstration
that the social, economic, and political picture
portrayed in the Pentateuch in the main captures the outlines of the patriarchal period
and subsequent centuries as preserved in
archaeological records. Exquisite color photoJ\IBNT
graphs of modern scenes
and persons as well
as of archaeological discoveries serve as eloquent commentary on selected passages out
of the first five books of the Bible.
The reader, of course, will be aware that
not all parallels accurately interpret the item
paralleled. In some cases the editors add
a caution, as for example in respect to manna,
that the Bible "lays stress on the miraculous
nature of the occurrence" (p.149). This is
a sumptuous publication that will edify where
many pases of commentary can only leave
a blurred impression.
FREDBIUCC: W. DANKBB.

A PATTH POR THIS ONB WORWiJ By
J.E. Lesslie Newbigin. New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1961. 126 pages plus index.
Ooth. $2.75.
Bishop Newbigin delivered these leaures
in 1958 at Harvard University under the
Noble Foundation. He speaks simultaneously
as a veteran on the mission front and as
a churchman personally involved in the ecumenical movement. His modesty regarding
the scope and expression of the leaures
should not, therefore, mislead the reader con-
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cerning their importance. 'l'hey deal with the
question urged by non-Christians and too frequently evaded by Christians: To what extent
is Christianity to be viewed as God's exclusive self-revelation to mankind, and to what
extent are Christians to desire their faith to
be the faith of all men in the world? The
utter clarity with which Bishop Newbigin
attacks the syncretism of conre11:1porary Hinduism, of historian Toynbee, and believe it
or not, of Harvard pundit Hocking is heartening. In addition, the lectures are sprinkled
with many insights and comments concerning
the church, its mission, and evanselism, that
makes them memorable indeed.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRBR.

THI! BNGUSH BIBLB IN AJ\fBRICA:
A BIBUOGRAPHY OP EDITIONS OP
THI! BIBLB AND THI! NBW TBSTAPUBUSHBD IN AMBRICA 1777
10 19,1. Edited by Margaret T. Hills.
New York: American Bible Society and
the New York Public Library, 1961. uxv
and 477 pages. Cloth. $13.50.
American bibliographers finally have a
Sible bibliography worthy of standing beside
Darlow and Moule's m•gn11m op111 produced
in England some fifty years ago. Margaret
Hills's work will probably need supplementing as omissions are called to her attention.
It is unlikely that it will ever need complete
redoing. Over 2,500
of the English Bible or parts of it are listed. Important
editions have historical information provided
in addition to che purely bibliographical
entry. References are given to earlier bibliographies, while existing copies are located.
Complete indexes of provenance, publishen,
printers, editors, edition titles, ani:I commencators round out this magnificent work.
A bibliography, of course, is not a history
of the Bible. But without the" bibliography
the history of the Bible in America cannot
be written. One wishes that the ·original price
of these Bibles, where known, would also
have been included. It is to be hoped

mat
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Free Soil, temperance, and other movements failures.
the listins of non-Eoalisb Bibles will be u
accwatcly compiled in short order. The they had their successes and
They
printins of the first Sauer Bible ( in Ger- left their sramp on the rclisious and social
man) antedates the first English Bible by scene. In his clear presentation Griffin shows
thirty-four years.
eleven-page
An
introduc- how they operated. His treatment is amply
tion docs give some historical notes. No illus- documented with notes (which would serve
trations or tide pages are photographically better as footnotes) and an enlightening
reproduced.
bibliographical
essay. The word "Lutheran"
immense industry,
the accurate
docs
not
appear
in the book; German immiThe
information, the diligence, and the patience that grants are identified as "Roman Catholic" and
went into the makins of this work can be "Protestant." Lutheran religious leaders will
appreciated only by one who has uicd to com- learn from Griffin that do-goodism has a long
CARL S. MEYER
pile a similar bibliography in another area. history.
Scholars who work in the history of American printing or industry as well as theolo- THB CR.l!BDS AND PLATFORMS OP
CONGRBGATlONAUSM. By Williston
gians will appreciate this work. It is a disWalker. Boston: The Pilgrim Press,
tinguished ornament to American scholarship,
c. 1960. xviii and 604 pages. Paper.
the Bible Society which produced it, and the
$2.4S.
New York Public Library which printed it.
Out of print since 192S, Walker's imEDGAR KllENTZ
portant work of 1893-which includes all
THBIR BRUI"HBRS' KBBPBRS: MORAL the doctrinal statements of CongregationalSTBWARDSHlP IN THB UNITBD ism from Robert Browne's B001!11 Whieh
STA.TBS, 18~186,. By Oifford S. Sh11w11tb Iha LJ/11 1111tl A111nncrs of All Tr11e
Griffin. New Brunswick, N. J.: Rut.gen Christi11ns of 1S82 to the "Commission"
University Press, 1960. xv and 332 pases. Creed of 1883, with perspicacious historical
introductions - receives new currency in
Ooth. $6.00.
New Eoaland theology, with its emphasis this unaltered reprint. In his introduction
on disinterested benevolence, humanitarian- to the new edition Douglas Horton ( 1 )
ism, and a Calvinistic view of stewardship, gently questions that Browne's churches, the
London-Amsterdam congregation
and th~
combined ID make the concept of trusteeship
Leyden-Plymouth
church
(
the
subjects
of
one of the pervading thrusts of Protestantism
the first four chapters of Walker's the
work)
genetic history
in the period from Jefferson ID Lincoln. 'The
are really in
of American
r:nut.ees of the Lord," u GriJfin calls them,
Congregationalism
and
(
2)
calls
on 1C>1De
produce two co
orpnized eight national societies by 1833 "to
panion to
make men good." The Bible Society, the contemporary historian
volumes, one containing the docuTract Society, the Sunday School Union, the
Education Society, the Home Missionary So- ments back ID the Middle Ages that prepare
ciety, the Tcmpcnnc:e Society, the Peace So- the way for Congreaationalilm and the other
ciety, and the American Antulavery Society containing the creeds and pladorms of Conwere conuolled largely by Presbyterian and gregationalism since 1893, from 1913
Congreptionalis lay and c:1crical leaden. throuah the comtitution of the merger with
TbcJ mmd inlD politics, pushing their causes the Christian Churches in 1931 and the
by petitiom, lobbies, ballots, and prcawa on Kamas City Scatcment of Paith clown to the
the national, Slate, and local 1cvela. In the absorption of the Congreptionalist-Chrisdan
intricace intenelatinnships of the abolition, fellowship in the United Clmn:h of Christ.
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Pending the publication of these desiderata,
students of church history and of comparative theology will be grateful that Walker
at least is available apin.
ARTHUR. CARL PJBPKOllN

THT!. OLD AND THT!. Nl!.W IN THT!.
CHURCH. Edited by Keith Bridston.
Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
c. 1961. 96 pages. Paper. $1.2S.

Lutherans' concern for doctrine, in spite
of their ultimate unconcern for polity, gives
faith and Order publications a high interest
rating among ecumenical documents. This
pair of interim reports, one by the Theological Commission on Tradition and Traditions, the other by the Study Commission
on Institutionalism, both outgrowths of the
Lund Conference of 19S2, gains added interest for Lutherans from the fact that two
of the three papers that constitute the bulk
of the first report are by coreligionists, ''Tradition as an Issue in Contemporary Theology" by Kristen Ejner Skydsgaard and
"Overcoming History by History" by Jaroslav
Jan Pelikan, Jr. This commission was established u a step toward "an overcoming of
our traditional denominationally-oriented
church histories" (p. 17). Skydsgaard's paper
proceeds by distinguishing capitalized Tradition (a living history that includes the
history of Israel, centers in Christ, and continues in the church) from lower-case "t"
traditions. Pelibn defends three theses: ( 1)
Theological history makes the Lformation's
rejection of tradition obsolete; ( 2) theological historiography makes the Reformation's depreciation of tradition untenable;
( 3) theological historicism makes the Reformation's affirmation of tradition impossible.
In ''Traditions in Transit" Albert C. Outler
pleads for an ecumenically-minded historiography that will find the vestiges of continuity between divided Christians. The
second document is a progress report of a
a,mmiMi'>n established to make a Study of
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institutionalism u it affeas all churches, to
include specifically denominational self-criticism of existing structures, the mutual relations of churches in the ecumenical conversation, and the pattern of church relations
finding expression in the World Council of
Churches. Of considerable interest are the
tentative "sociological conclusions" and the
"instititional factors relating to the successive
phases of the church union processes."'
ARTHUR. CARL PJBPKOllN

1!.UCHARl5Tl1!. IN D1!.R Gl.AUBBNSLBHRB. Edited by Rhaban Haacke. Cologne: Verlag J. P. Bachem. 143 pages.
Paper. DM 3.80.

This symposium was occasioned by the
International Eucharistic Congress at Munich
in 1960. The first three papers. Johann
Auer's on the theme of the Congress "Pro
mundi vita" and Theodor Schnitzler's "Eucharistischer Kongress und geisdiches Leben"
and "Busse und Eucharistiefeier," were written as preparatory essays for the Congress
and are here reprinted from the periodicals
in which they first appeared. Franz Thijsen
discusses the theme "Was schuldet der Kongress den nichtkatholischen Christen?" Lutherans who are overly sanguine about a
rapprochement with the Latin church may
well ponder the fact that with the best of
will on his part Thijsen must say that
"[Roman] Catholics are persuaded that the
Holy Communion [of the churches of the
Reformation] is not a genuine sacrament"
(p. 81 ). An essay by the editor, "Eucharistic
Heilsgesc:hichte,"
relates
in der
the Holy Eucharist to the Old Testament types to which
Eucharistic theology traditionally turns the offerings of Abel, Abraham and Melchizedek, Jacob's altar at Bethel, the Puchal
Lamb, and the manna of the desert. An
insightful essay by Wilhelm Kahles, "Die geschichqg
heilige Eucharistie als Mysreriwn," completes
the brochure. This
little collection illustrates very well the sig-
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nificant shifts in emphasis that arc taking reached the conclusion that areas of high
place in European Roman Catholic Eucha- density of letters in the codex sugest interristic theology.
polations
made from papyrus slips handed
ARTHUR CARL PJEPKORN
to the copyist.
Twenty passages from the Synoptists are
CONVERSION: THB OW AND THB
NBW IN RBUGION FROM. ALBX- briefly considered in illustration of the auANDBR THB GREAT TO AUGUSTINB thor's thesis, but as the author of Appendix
OP HIPPO. By A. D. Nock. New York: III observes, a comparative study of other
Oxford University Press, 1961. xii and manuscripts, including the Bodmer Papyri,
will be necessary to verify the hypothesis.
309 P38es. Paper. S1.85.
Without
further explanation, the charts on
This paperback is a reprint of Nock's
pages
36
and 37 are not too helpful.
study of the nature of religious allegiance,
Some
of
the statements made in the book
first published in 1933. Even though it remains unaltered it is still one of the best come as a surprise. In view of the derailed
studies of early Christianity and contempo- evidence cited in Bauer and Arndt-Gingrich
rary religions in print. The text is unen- yuo as a terminating particle should not
cumbered with the jargon of scholarship be considered "ungrammatic:al" (p. 9). The
( though the notes at the rear demonstrate sugsestion that the "lost" ending of Mark
is to be sought in John 21: 1-14 fails ro take
the solid base on which the text rests).
This is comparative rcli&ion at its best. account of the stylistic disparity between this
Nock shows how Christians demanded a con- pericope and Mark's gospel.
FRBDBRJCK W. DANKER
version different from the ones that either
the religions or philosophies of contemporary
CHURCH DOGMATICS. Vol. III, Part 2.
Roman culture required. The points of conBy Karl Barth; translated by Harold
tact for Christianity are shown. The chapter
Knight, G. W. Bromiley, J. K. S. Reid,
on conversion to philosophy is, to this reand R. H. Fuller. Edinburgh: T. and T.
viewer's mind, the best in the book. It shows
Clark, 1960. xiii and 661 p:1,1e5. Cloth.
how Justin could (and did) keep his phi50/-.
losopher's robe and beard even after converIn
this volume Barth continues his study
sion to Christianity. In a field filled with
of
the
doarine of aeation, centering his dismany good books, this is one of the best.
cussion
in such anthropologic:al themes as
EDGAR KRENTZ
man in relation to his fellowman, man and
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THB STATISTI- woman, marriage, the inner structure of
CAL STUDY OP THB CODEX SINAI- man's creatureliness (body and soul), man
TICUS. By Christian Tindall. Edinbur,1h in the cosmos, and "real" man ( that is, man
and London: Oliver and Boyd, 1961. vi in Jesus Christ). As always, the discussions
and 45 pases. Cloth. 21/-.
are accompanied by many valuable exegetWhen Tindall died in 1951, his 100-in- ical and historical excursuses which to this
law, T. B. Smith, was entrusted with the task reviewer are the most rewardiq and useful
of editiq a mass of typescript containiq portions of the book.
researches on the Codex Sinaiticus which
Beginniq with the ropic ''Man in the
Tindall had undertaken after his years in the Cosmos," Barth arsues at leqth that the
Indian Civil Service. Tindall made detailed Bible offers no dosmatic world-view. Rather
ltltistical studies of the number of letters in in Saipture there are merely reflections and
each column of Tischendorf1 Codex and frqmentS of many dissirnilar world-views
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and cosmologies. Such a conclusion is per- being. Therefore godlessness is not a poshaps easier for one who denies all natural sibility, but an ontological impossibility for
theology. But if the Bible formulates dog- man; man cannot be without God. What
m:nic statements concerning creation, teleol- about sin? Certainly sin is committed and
ogy (cretllio ,onlit1Nt1l11), providence, and 10 it exists. Sin, however, is not an ontological
on, as Barth confesses,
certainly
it offers
at possibility, but an ontological impossibility
least fundamental elements of a world-view, for man. If this bit of dialectics can be
if not a whole world-view. It would appear understood at all, it appears to make too
that Barth, like many of his followers, has little of man as sinner. The incarnation
solved the problems between faith and sci- means that Christ took on a human nature;
ence by saying that they do not exist and he came in the likeness of sinful flesh, human
then assening that faith ignores them.
nature corrupted by sin. Barth's supra(ap-speak
of this for want· of
Barth's long discussion of man is in many sa.rianism -we
respects both provocative and novel. His a better term - becomes more apparent
when he goes on to say that exist
we
in
polemics against all kinds of speculative Christ
who
is
the
Savior
of
all
creation,
and this means egocentric and therefore selfconfident - anthropologies are devastating. even before all things. Man in eonerelo bas
He is also very hard on so-called scientific an- been elected with the man Jesus Christ and
thropologies when they become dogmatic and therefore shares Christ's viaory; and so to
create world-views. To Barth man is an him sin is ontolosically impossible. Tb~
object of theological knowledge. As Jesus to be a man is to be in the particular sphere
Christ was in the world, He is the source of of the created world in which the Word of
our knowledge of man as created by God. God is spoken and sounded; man is the
Therefore Barth founds anthropology upon aeaturely being which is addressed by God:
Christology. He insists that no definition of Man is u he knows God. The freedom of
repudiate
to
God. Man as
human nature can meet our present need if man is never free
sinner
to
Barth
is
not
real
man;
he is only
it is merely a description of the immediately
;,.
11bslt'lldo.
man
accessible and knowable charaaeristia which
Barth is most informative in bis Ions
man thinks he can regard as those of his
of man u body and
historical discussion
fellows and of human nature in general.
Greek
dualism
Such procedure always results in a vicious soul. He is opposed to the
beenbu
taken
circle. For the point at issue is who is the (which in varyins degrees
Christian theologians) and to abman who wants to knowbyhimself and who over
thinks he can? Here is a radical theological straa monism (materialism). He also conapproach which utterly breaks with both demns what he calls monistic spiritualism,
existentialism and the evolutionary theories the theory that the body is only a psychoof Huxley, Teilhard de Chardin, and others. logical shadow to the spiritual reality of
But it is certainly the souod approach for man. His own position is quite cautiously
the Christian. Nevertheless, Barth's proce- taken. Mau ii both body and soul. Barth
dure in establishing anthropology upon believes that the soul and body in Jesm
Christology has some perilous aspects, on ( and in us) are mutually related to one
which we must comment briefty. To Barth another u are God and man in His penon,
Jesus is the Uranseb, u it were. His posi- an old analogy used in reverse.
tion is that to be a man is to dwell with
Par a theologian who bas other thinp to
a to year to
Christ. who is our true and absolute coun- do, it will take from a month
terpart and the buic: determination of onr read slowly and diaat a volume like this,
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Lll1btlrn LitNrn used by the Synodical Conference bodies differ significantly in their
prescriptions and permissions from the use
of the Stmliet1 Booll 11t1d H1mn.l. The quality of the design and draftsmanship of Mn.
Huntington's illustrations ranges from poor
to fair, with an occasional really good item.
The text is not without factual inaccuracies.
CONCORDA.NCB TO THB DISTINCI"lVH
for instance, the authors make the period
GRBBK TBXT OP CODEX BEZAB.
from Septuagesima to Ash Wednesday "three
Compiled by James D. Yoder. Grand
and one-half weeks long" (p. 35); actually
Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pubit is two and one-half weeks. Edward Traill
lishing Co., 1961. vi and 74 pages. Cloth.
Horn III becomes Henry T. Horn III on
$5.00.
p. 54. A farrago of errors turns up in a
Textual critics and New Testament phi- single paragraph on p. 66. In the afterlologists will greet this concordance to the Trinity season, we are told, "Lutherans and
..distinctive" text of Cod11:x Bffllt1 with warm Anglicans use the historic Gospel readings
gratitude. The word "distinctive" in the tide one week ahead of the Roman Catholics";
means that the codex has been collated with actually the modern Roman Catholic rite
the Westeott-Hort text which underlies uses the respective Gospel one week ahead
Moulton and Geden, Coneor,J.,,,,, lo 1bt1 of the Lutheran rite and the American Book
Grt1t11l T11sl•m11n1 (2d ed., Edinburgh, 1899). of Common Prayer on the First and Second
All words in the Cod11:x Bll%M not present in Sundays after Trinity (or, as the Roman rite
these two works ( with the exception of the counts them, the Second and Third Sundays
definite article and certain OCQU'rences of after Pentecost), Q.nd beginning with the
xat and a,) are included in the concordance. Third Sunday after Trinity the Roman rite
F'REDBRIClt W. DANKBR
forges two weeks ahead of the Lutheran and
SBA.SONS A.ND SYMBOLS: A. HAND- Protestant Episcopal rites through the
BOOK ON THH CHURCH YBA.R. By Twenty-Second Sunday after Trinity. The
Robert P. Wealer and Helen Petenon authors say that the same Epistle is "used
Huntingron. Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub- on the same Sunday in all three Churches";
lishing House, c.1962. 108 pages. Paper. actually the Roman rite is one Sunday ahead
on the Epistles throush the Twenty-Second
$1.95.
This little brochure proposes to aeare Sunday after Trinity. Again, we are told
incerest
pbpular
in the church year by link- that "the Anglicans use the collects one Suning its course with more or lea traditional day later than the Lutherans and Roman
Sundays
actually
aheadthe
Catholics
Roman
use
symbols for the wrious seasons and days. Catholics";
the
two
of
respective
collects·
While apparently it speaks to and for "the
Protestant church," whatever
itsthat it.
color the Book of Common Prayer and one Sunuse reflects only the Lutheran Sfflliet1 Booi day ahead of the Lutheran rite. The introits
llllll H:,mfllll (which it boldly equates with are allegedly ''used on the same Sundays in
that of the Lutheran Oiurch). with oa:a- the Lutheran and Roman Catholic Churches'';
aional comparisons with the uses of "the actually the Roman rite uses a given introit
Anglican Church" and of the Roman Cath- a week before the Lutheran rite does. The
olic Church. The authors take no cognizance date of the revised edition of Luther Dotterer
,of the fact that the 1955 color rubrics of T• Reed's Thfl Llllhmnt Lil,wn is given u 1947

but to the cautious reader who rejects much.
more will be learned than from most of
what comes out in the name of systematic
tbeolosv today. And if he reads Barth, he
may discover that he may not need to read
so much of the other materiaL
ROBBRT D. PRBUS
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(p. 107); this is the dare of the orisinal
edition, which prc:ccded the revised edition
by about a dozen years.

sig's is the first ueatment of this sort to appear. Many areas of the story however still
need to be developed. We still lack an upARTI-IUR. CARL PlBPKORN
to-date social and economic history of Byzantium. Much research needs to be done in the
BYZII.NTlUM. Edited by Norman Baynes
"links" that connect fifth-century Byzantine
and H. St.LB. Moss. Oxford: Clarendon
culture to that new development in the West
Press, 1961. mi and 436 pages. Paper.
called "medieval."
$2.25.
The
of essays by fifteen specialists
Baynes
series
KULTURGBSCHlCHTB VON BYZII.NZ. edited by
and Moss summarizes the
By Hans-Wilhelm Haussig. Stuttprt: history of Byzantium from the foundiq of
Alfred Kroner Verlag, 1960. xvi and Constantinople to 1453. These essays (first
624 pages. Cloth. DM 15.00.
published in 1949) deal with art, religion,
THB BYZII.NTlNB WORW. By J. M. monasticism, and relations with Islam, the
Hussey. New York: Harper & Brothers, Slavs, and Russia. These are separate essays.
The account is not integrated. The biblios,
1961. 188 pases. Paper. $1.45.
raphy and 48 plates at the end of the series
CONST11.NTlNOPLB. By Glanville Downey.
are still excellent.
Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma
The last two books deal with the period
Press, 1960. xiii and 181 pases. Cloth.
of
Justinian. Rubia's volume ( the first of
$2.75.
four to appear) deals with the period from
D11.S ZBlT11.LTBR lUSTlNlll.NS. By Ber- Diocletian to Justinian, the nature of Procothold Rubin. Berlin: Walter
Gruyrer
de
pius' historical account, the imperial pbiund Co., 1960. xiv and 539 pases. Cloth. losophy-tbeoloBY of kinpbip, and Justinian's
DM 48.00.
eastern wars. The author promises to treat
These five books illustrate part of the the western adventure later. It is ioterestina
wealth of new and reprinted material avail- to see a mastermind combine the sreat me►.
able on Byzantium. Hussey's
that make up the Byzantine conception
tivesshort introductory account, first published in 1957, covers of kinpbip, the idea of "sacred rulersbip"
political history in eighty pases,
does
and
it and "universal mission" from Rome blendwith an eye on the whole panorama of By- ing with Christianity into what we call
zantine culture. The lut half of the book ii "Caesaropapism." He portrays Procopius u
devoted to other phases of the East Roman representiaa the old senatorial view, opposed
tradition. We merely note his remark
on the to
but not to the imperium.
absolutism
theological activity, "It ii often assumed of Rubin sees intellectual history u providins
the Orthodox Church • • • that it 'preserved' the motive of the period, indeed any period,
rather than developed. Par from it!"
but does fully consider social and economic
Haussig'sa work
synthesis
ii
of the his- developmena. This reviewer found his attorical development
decline
and
of all phases tempq to create an artistically livins story
of Byzantine culture. Stressing especially the rather than merely an analysis of clocuments
hue, be poina out the inJlueuces provocarive, but bad diSiculry in appreciatboth eastern and western on the makeup of iaa many of bis allusions to mpposedly
the synthesis ( especially the much nes}ected parallel contempon.ry problems between Eat
Anbic), but also the lea heralded contribu- and West.
Co,u,.,,,i,,oJIJ., the latest in 1'he C,enraa
tions of Byzantium to the culture of Western
Bwope. To this reviewer's knowled&e Ham- of Civiliaation series, by the put editor ol
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the An,mt:1m /011r1Ml of Archaoolog1, accomplishes irs purpose of showing the reader
"the significance of Constantinople in an
epoch which is still not sufficiently familiar.''
that is, in the reign of Justinian.
Downey begins with a discussion of why
the city was founded, describes its layout but
then goes on to give a rather inclusive description of the culture called Byzantine that
centered in that ciry. He supplies a fine
analysis, albeit much toO brief when compared to Rubin's, of Justinian's conception
of "kingship." The book is especially interesting to our readers since half of it deals
with the church and church life ( especially
liturgy) during Justinian's reign.
WALTER W.OBTTJNG

CASSELL'S NEll'/ LATIN DICTIONARY:
LATIN-ENGLISH ENGLISH-LATIN. By
D. P. Simpson. New York: Funk and
Wagnalls Company, [1960]. xviii and
882 pages. Cloth. $7.00 (thumb-indexed,
$7.75).
The original C•sst1U's u,;,. Dic1ioflllr1
came out in 1854, the Larin-English section
by Charles Beard, the Eqlish-Latin
section
by bis father, John Reilly Beard. In 1886
J. R. V. Marchant revised the Latin-Eqlisb
action and in 1892 Joseph Fletcher Charles
reworked the Enslish-Latin section. The
present "overhaul" by the Assistant Master
df Eton Collese, in process since 1953 and
coverins · both sections, is a thorough one.
The English is up to date; the achievements
of recent classical learnins have been levied
upon; much of the simplicity of the 1854
edition, loit in the later 19th-century revisions, has been recovered. The Enslish-1.atin
Retion constitutes just over a quarter of the
volume. Simpson's primary concern has continued u, be u, reflect the wcabulary and
asaae of the best Latin authors of the period
from 200 B. C. u, 100 A. D. Since Cicero, nian Latin was at least the ideal of the &then
,of the era of Lutheran Orthodoxy, this prac-

tic:al, well-orpnized, and illuminating dictionary will stand the reader of the writings
of this period in Sood stead. Actual word-byword sa.mplings of texts of Lutheran Orthodox theologians indicate t~t, except for
technical philosophical and rheological terms
( for the meaning of which one would hardly
turn to a general dictionary in· the first
the new Cassell's
place),
is wholly adequate.
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN

DIVORCB, THE CHURCH, AND RBMARRIAGE. By James G. Emerson, Jr.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1961. 190 pages. Cloth. S3.95.
This book is timely and relc:vant. It deals
with the recurrent, perplexing question:
What about the remarriage ~f divorced
people? Its emphasis is specifically upon remarriage and the church rather than divorce,
and includes a demiled and helpful survey of
the positions of the Episcopalian, the Lutheran, the Methodist, and the Presbyterian
churches.
Since smrisricians claim that nearly twentyfive percent of marriages each year are remarriages, and since a recent ,study in The
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod revealed
a sharp rise of divorces in recent years, any
study which will throw a .helpful beam of
light on a dark problem deserves consideration.•
Emerson, a Presbyterian minister, argues
with fervor for more involvement on the
• The Family Life Committee of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod compiled the repons of 4,333 parish pastors in 1960 to discover
that 13,614 couples were counseled in that year,
1,066 lepl
both parties
memben, and 965 divorces wer,c
obtained,
oae
partJ a member. In 1951, 493 lepl divorces
were obtained, both parties memben, and a 559
divorces were obtained, one party
member.
Total ~ in 1951 ~ere 1,052 over qaimt
2,031 total cues in 1960. In 1951 the number
of persons divorced per 1,000 communicant
memben was 1.2, and in 19~1 the fisure per
1.000 was 2.0.
·
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part of the pastor and the church in the re-

This can be accomplished, he argues, by the participation of
all three, the couple, the pastor, and the
church, in what he terms "realized forgiveness." The ability not only to recognize the
need for forgiveness but also the ability to
accept forgiveness and the consequent release
from guilt is looked upon os a basic condition for establishing a situation which makes
remarriage a possibility to the church and
the pastor as well as to the couple involved.
Each of the three principals in the situation
must experience "realized forgiveness." The
church as a corporate body must face up to
its involvement in a culture which has conuibuted to the breakdown of married life.
The pastor must face the embarrossments of
the initial counseling situation as he himself
seeks to accept the couple. The couple themselves must come to recognize the guilt of
the past and yet gain independence from it
through the acknowledgment of "realized
forgiveness." (This reviewer failed to find
in the book any statement that "realized forgiveness" means the power of a new life in
faith.)
There is one basic argument which the
author makes with which this reviewer does
not agree, viz., that marriages die spiritually
as well as physically and therefore if remarriage is permitted upon physical death, as it
is, it ought likewise to be permitted upon
spiritual death.
HARRY G. ColNER
marriage situation.

DBR BRIBP DBS P/1.ULUS 11.N DIB
GAL/1.TBR. By Hans Brandenburs- Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus Verlag, 1961. 148
pages. Cloth. DM 16.00.
This commentary in the W •PP•r14ltw
S11"'iatsbib•l follows the uadition of Godet,
Zahn, and Schlatter; hence it merits serious
analysis and frequent use. The whole series
is beins prepared under the general editorship of Fritz Rienicker; and that name alone
would recommend a volume such u this to
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anyone interested in solid exegetical activity.
Brandenburg accepts the Southern Galatian theory, as Zahn and William Ramsay
did. Accordingly, Galatians is here dealt with
as the earliest of Paul's epistles, written even
before First Thessalonians and probably from
Corinth. The quality of the author's exegetical insight into Galatians can in part be determined by a glance at the treatment of
stoiehai11 in 4:9. Brandenburg is somewhat
noncommittal but does show an acquaintance
with the work of Dibelius in the latter's
ueatment of Colossians.
Luther used to refer to Galatians u "my
epistle." The present work is written in the
"no nonsense" spirit of one deeply committed
to the basic tenet of the Reformation, justification by faith alone. For those who are
able to handle the German language with
some ease it offers refreshing spiritual food.
MARTIN H. SalARLEMANN
THB BARUBST UVBS OP ]BSUS. By
Robert M. Grant. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1961. ix and 134 pages. Ooth.
$3.50.
Grant's latest essay on early Christian interpretation is specifically an analysis of the
efforts of the early Christian writers through
Origen to recover the suuaure of our Lord's
life and of their reliance on clusical methodology.
Literary and historical aiticism are not the
creation of the modern church. Although
Grant sifts material that is not specifia.lly
directed to this issue, he does illustrate how
the fathen justified the methods they used
in genins at the outline and content of the
Gospels. Marc:ion worked from a preconceived notion of what the Gospel is and this
led him, u Tertullian says, to use a scisson
when constructing the content of Jesus' life.
Both Papiu and Justin Martyr use the technical language of the schools of rhetoric to
characterize the Gospels u a literary type
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that is certainly not myth but rather "historical narratives which con1ain historical materials." Tatian is the first example we have
of a harmony. This method 1akes the syllables seriously but not the context. Origen's
doctrine of inspiration does not allow him to
cake the context so li,:htly.
Every interpreter mwt have methods. The
problem of all interpreters is not to allow
method to determine the meanins of documents. In New Tescament studies this balance is extremely impor1ant.
doesGrant
an
job of allowing the early church to
instruct w on this score.
WALTBR. W. 0Bn'ING

THI!. CHURCH, THI!. GIFI'BD A.ND THB
R1!.TA.RDBD CHllD. By Charles F.
Kemp. St. Louis: The Bethany Press,
19:57. 189 pases. Cloth. $3.S0.
Kemp's sympathetic discussion meets a definite need. Although there is some padding
and little of special interest to the professional worker by way of new insjpts, the
pastor who is unfamiliar with these areas
will find the book useful. The section dealing with the counseling of parents, however,
should have emphasized the reassurance the
pastor am give to parents by reminding them
of the hish position the reblrded child can
enjoy in the family of Goel through Holy
Baptism. Unfortunately, insufficient stress is
laid on the pastor's responsibility to help
the parents develop a proper perspective involving such a child in God's eternal plan.
On the other hand, the author does stress
that the pastor must not offer false reassurances regarding the likelihoocl that a remded
child will oven:ome its handicap. His primary meuaae that the churches largely have
failed to meet their obligation toward gifted
and remded children comes throuah loud
and clar, and uodencores the fact that in
this impersonal world. Christians.
need toO,
to apras and develop the compassion shown
by Jesus Christ. a compassion that is possible

only when the church deals with individuals
and their specific needs as well as with organized groups.
FR.BDBR.ICK W. DANKBR

TRACTA.TUS DB BCCLBSIA.. By Jan Hw;
edited by S. Harrison Thomson. Boulder,
Colo.: University of Colorado Press, 19:56.
xxxiv and 2:51 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
The Tr•ct•l11s do t!cclosui of Jan Hw has
a number of claims to interest. First, it is
one of the primary documents of the Bohemian reform movement of the fifteenth
century. Second, after it was sent in manuscript to Bl. Martin Luther after the Leipzig
Debate of 1:519, we find him writins early
in 1:520: "Without realizing it until now,
I have been both teaching and holding
everything that Jan Hw did and John
Staupitz taught in the same lack of realization" ( W. A.., B,io/o, No. 2:54, 2, 42,
22-24). (At the same time Bl. Martin
Luther's direct responsibility for the 2,000,
copy 1:520 Hagenau edition printed by
Thomas Anshelmus under the title Do c••s•
Bottmi"' P••ltts Constlfflli#S, which Thomson
asserts on page xxi and :ox, remains to be
demonstrated.) Third, a comparison of this
work of Hus with John Wycliffe's D•
cksi11 persuaded Johann Loserth (H#S ttnd
Wicli/, 1884; 2d ed., 1932) that Hus was
"a simple plagiarist."' a charge which found
quite common accepcance among scholars
and from which Thomson is concerned to
exculpate his subject. Thomson's aitical
text, based on all the surviving manuscripts
and printed editions to which he had access.
is a resultant; Latin footnotes indicate variant
readings and trace the sources ( especially in
Wycliffe's works) where Thomson was able
to identify them.
view In
of BL Martin
Luther's somewhat ambivalent attitude in
endorsing Hus while condemning (u the
Lutheran Symbols also do) Wycliffe, it is
good to have this excellent tezt of a major
work of Hus available.
Aanrua CAaL PIBPKORN
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Mlff'ri11gt1 Co,mseling Kil.
C11rtls
St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1962. Boxed.
$3.00.
Tht1 Mission11r1 N11111re of 1ht1 Ch11reh.
By Johannes Blauw. New York: McGrawHill Book Company, 1962. 182 pages.
Cloth. $3,95.
S,r111111ls of God in Pcot,lo's Chin•. By
Katharine Hockin. New York: Friendship
Press, c. 1962. 127 pages. Paper. $1.75.
Twelv• New Tcstam.nl St11tlies. By John
A. T. Robinson. Naperville: Alec R. Allenson, 1962. 180 pages. Paper. Price not
given.
Biblical Words for Time. By James Barr.
Naperville: Alec R. Allenson, 1962. 174
pages. Paper. Price not given.
The Dourinal Con/liel Belween Romtm
Calholic antl Protesllml Chris1i11nil7. By
Mario Colacci. Minneapolis: T. S. Denison
and Company, c. 1962. 269 pages. Cloth.
$4.50.
The Hal, Biblll. Revised Standard Version. Philadelphia: A. J. Holman Company,
c. 1962. xii and 191 pages, and 8 maps.
Paper. Price not given.
How lo Pighl Comm11nism Totl117. By
I.amberr Brose. Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1962. 90 pages. Paper. $1.00.

;,,

l•l/•rson on Rt1ligio11 in P11blie BilN&11lion.
By Robert M. Healey. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1962. xi and 294 pages.
Cloth. $6.50.
Lilllll M11r1in L111ht1r. By Ruth Hummel,
illustrated by Grace Schassberger. Sr. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, c. 1962. 30
pages. Boards. $1.00.
Ch11r11t1,u on S11mfia: A R•formt11ion
Trt1lllist1
Bibliul Th,oloi,. Translated
and edited by John Warwick Monrsomery.
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1962.
151 pages. Paper. $2.75.
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Tht1 Unil,tl S1111,s in Biblll Ciliunshi/1
Proph,e,:
Biblll P•roph,e1 Totl111 ntl O11r
in Ht11111n. By Anton M. Christensen. New
York: Exposition Press, 1962. 115 pages.
Cloth. $3.00.
Tht1 Dt111t1lot,mn1 of Logie. By William
Kneale and Martha Kneale. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1962. viii and 761 pages.
Cloth. $12.00.
D11s Ht1iliglt1ilsgt1st11Z formgt1sehieh1lich
,m1ers11,hl. By Henning Graf Rcvendow.
Neukirchen Kreis Moers: Neukirchener Verlag, 1961. 170 pages. Paper. OM 15.00.
Hisloir• tl• Prolt1stnlismt1 Pr11nf11is. By
Raoul Stephan. Paris: Librairie Artheme
Fayard, c. 1961. 396 pages. Paper. 15 NP.
D,r Prtliht1ilsbt11ri6 in thr ltirehliehtln
Dogm111ilt K11rl &lrlhs. By Ulrich Hedinger.
Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1962. 256 pages.
Paper. Price not given.
P,rspt1ui11t1. By O. William Backus; edited
by Paul R. Malte; illustrated by Richard R.
Cacmmerer, Jr. Medford, Oreg.: Morse
Press, c. 1962. 184 pages. Paper. Price not
given.
Ortln11ng ,J,r Kirch•: Ltlhr- •ntl H,nulb11eh
IUS KirehMrt1ehlS ••f al,11,,,,,,iseh,r &uis.
By Erik Wolf. Frankfurt: Vitt0rio Klostermann. Part I: c. 1960; xviii and 339 pages;
OM 25.00. Part II: c. 1961; xxx and 490
pages. Paper. DM 35.00.
Hisloiu Biblifllltl
P,.,,lll
tl•tl'lSNtlL
By
Andre et Renee Neher. Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1962. Volume I: xv and 344
pages. Volume II: 366 pages. Paper. Price
not given.
Th• N,w Biblll Diaio""'1. Edited by
J. 0. Douglas and otherL Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1962. xvi and 1,375 pages; xvi plates;
17 maps. Cloth. $12.95.
A Chosn, Vt1ss,l:
S1.Ji.s
;,. IH Am of
IH A/loslltls Pm 2. By C. P. D. Maule.
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Westminster Press, c. 1962. 317 p:iges.
Cloth. $6.50.
The Doet.ri110 of Af•• in C/11ssiul Ltt1h11rn
Hr11smt1s: H11111U,ool, of 1h11 ltf.ilit1111I Chris,;,,,,. (Hnehiridion militis Chrisli1111i). Trans- Th11oloi,: Pro111 tho Works of Malin ChemTranslated by
lated by John P. Dolan. Notre Dame, Ind.: nilz 11ml, ]oha11n
Fides Publishers, c. 1962. 159 p:iges. Cloth. Mario Colacci, Lowell Satre, J. A. O. Preus,
Jr., Otto Stahlkc, and Bert H. Narvcson;
$3.95.
edited by Herman A. Preus and Edmund
Th11 R11die11l R11formt1lion. By George Smits. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishiog
Huntston Williams. Philadelphia: The House, c. 1962. xxiv and 245 pages. Cloth.
Westminster Press, c. 1962. :xxxi and 924
$5.00.
pages. Cloth. $15.00.
Llzw 1111,t Gosf1t!l. By Wilhelm Andersen.
R11e1111I Th11ologiul Litort1lsr11 in Swilzn- New York: Association Books, 1961. 80
lMul,, By Eduard Schweitzer. Virginia: Union
p:iges. Paper. $1.00.
Theological Seminary, 1962. 39 p:iges.
Livi11g in tho E.111 of • Ht1rriun11: Sermons
Paper. Price not given.
for l!Pery D11y. By Byron P. Hovey. New
So YoN'r11 Goiog to B11 11 T1111eh11r. By York: Exposition Press, 1962. 56 p:iges.
Robert L Pilbin and Stefan Vogel. Great Cloth. $2.75.
Neck: Barron's Educational Series, c. 1962.
L111h11rlttm. Volume 26: D11s Ami ur
141 pages. Paper. $1.25.
V 11rkiindig1mg ttnd das PriestwlNtn 111/n
Th11 Story of 1h11 Goott News: Gl•Nbigen.
An bBy Heinz Brunotte. Berlin:
t,"""1lor,
P11r11phr11111 of 1h11 PoNr Gost,11ls. Luthcrischcs Vcrl:J.sshaus, 1962. 39 P:J.BCS.
By Arthur H. Voerman. New York:
Paper.ExpoOM 3.80.
sition Press, 1962. 279 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
New Lif11 in Christ: A S111d1 of P11Nl's
T11111w11 VirtlltlS of II Goott T1111eher. By Th11olog7 for To-Day. By Paul D. Clasper.
Luke M. Grande. New York: Sheed and New York: Association Press, 1961. 79
Ward, c. 1962. 160 pages. Cloth. $3.50. p:iges. Paper. $1.00.
Thll Ctnw of Philosophy. By John HerA NIIW Looi,
God. 111
By Philip S. Chen.
man Randall. New York: Columbia Uni- South Lancaster: Chemical Elements Publishversity Press, 1962. xiv and 993 pages. ing Comp:iny, c. 1962. 238 pages. Cloth.
Cloth. $13.95.
$3.95.
Chrislins in Conflt1rSt1lion. Preface by
Alfr11d Lois,: S11 Vi11-Son Ot111flr11. By
Peter W. Bartholome. Westminster, Md.: Albert Hourin and Felix Sartiaux, edited by
'rhe Newman Press, 1962. x and 112 pages. :aznile Poulat. Paris: :aditions du Centre
Cloth. $3.00.
National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1960.
xi
and 419 pages. Cloth. 25 NF.
Thll Christins of Kor1111. By Samuel Hugh
MoJfett. New York: Friendship Press, 1962.
Th11 SNntllly Ps11l111r: Ps•lms for SNntlllys
174 pages. Paper. $1.95.
.,,,t P111111 Dll'JS S111 lo 1h11 Pslllm T n11s nd
ChNreh -tt PIIOfJl11 in Nllfll GNinu. By Pro11itl11tt with Propw At1lifJhOM. By Herbert
edited and
by NewG. F. Vicedom. New York: Association Lindemann,harmonized
man W. Powell. St. Louis: Concx,rdia PubPress, 1961. 79 pages. Paper. $1.00.
lishiog House, c. 1961. xii and 104 pages.
Thll Ch11reh's Co•f•ssion U""'1r Hill,r. plus 18 accompaniments. Paper. Price not
By Arthur C. Cocbrane. Philadelphia: The given.
New York: Association Press, 1961. 79

pases. Paper. $ 1.00.
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Year-Round Practical Preaching Tool

- THE ,CONCORDIA PULPIT
for. 1963
Over 90 sermons contributed by Lutheran dergymen - summarizing
the joyful, triumphant messages of redemption and sandfflcaffon
through the Cross of Christ

t
t
t
t

Sermons for tlte clturclt year, based on tlte Alternate
Gospel Selections

Appropriate sermons for naflonal observances
• llncoln'• and Washington's Birthday
• Mother's Day
• Memorial Day
• Flag Day
• Independence Day
• Labor Day
• Armed Services Day
• Eledlon Day
• Thanksgiving Day

sermons
$pedal
• 2 Wedding Sermons
• 2 Funeral Sermons ·
• Ml11lon Sermon
• Stewardship Sermon
• Christian Education Sermon
Two sermon aeries
• 4 MldwNk Advent Sermons

• 4 Advent Sunday Sermons

You wlll find CONCORDIA PUIPl1' JH3 a,._@

llalJI• ,.,.,.nee - for fhougflf .,_,.,,,
for
. study, fOI' NffllOlllc UN.
CLOTH.
ORDER NO. JSUJH3

..,s.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol33/iss1/59
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Preus: Book Review. - Literatur

Now you may read in English
a classic of Lutheran theology
For the first time Werner Elert'1 comprehensive study, Morphologie
Luthertums, 11 being brought to the Engli1h1peaking world in a translation by Walter A. Hansen under

d••

the title The Strudure of Lutheranism.

Bert was professor of systematic theology
and church history at the University of Erlangen from 1923 until his death in 19S4.
Noted German theologian Paul Althaus calls
him "one of the most original, distinguished,
and active figures in modern Lutheran theology."

The Strudure of Lutheranism deal, ex-

haullively with many doctrinal and hlllorical
that confront and perplex students
of theology. Divided into three parts- "The
lmpad of the Gospel," "Dogma and the
Church, 11 and "Philosophy of Life" - this
volume will enable its readers to answer
such questions as How did Luther define "right hand of God"?
What did Luther say about "the revealed
God" as opposed to "the hidden God"?
What position did early Lutheranism toke with
regard to the dodrine of the Trinity?
What ware Melanchthon'1 evidences of divine
revelation?
matter■

Dr. Jaroslav Pelikan, Titus Street Professor of
Eccle1ia1tical History, Yale Divinity School,
writes in his Foreword to The Strudure of
Lutheranism, "It seems safe to say that this
is the most ambitious and most successful
attempt in our time to encompa11 the whole
of Lutheran history. At the same time, this
is not history for history's sake - if Indeed
there is ever such a thing. Elert wrote as
a confe11ional theologian and a Lutheran
churchman•. • • The very structure of the book
reminds one of a dogmatics, or of what a
dogmatics could be like if more dogmaticlans
knew more about church history. Despite the
abundance of historical and bibliographical
detail, there is an organic unity and integrity
in these chapters that shows a systematic mind
at work. • • • Elert was a committed and ecu. menical Christian, a confessional and loyal
Lutheran, and a modern and enlightened
man; in the present work he showed that,
despite the spirit of the age, one could be
all of these at the same time." ·
539 po... ,,_,

1am.

•¼ X9¼,

Pv•llcaffoa ,,.,_, N_.., I
Price, $10.,S. Order No. JIUIIH

SPECIAL FEATURES
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